
The Year of the Ox

Questions
��� How did the tradition of the Chinese horoscope begin? Tick one.

���  The ox is said to be the second of the zodiac animals and is seen as honest. 
Which word means the same as ‘honest’? Tick one.

��� Draw three lines and complete each sentence.

���Which of the following are said to be popular careers for people born in the Year of the 
Ox? Tick two.

��� Fill in the missing words. 
 
 

��� "A�J;4G�74G8�7B8F�G;8�,84E�B9�G;8�"K�58:<A�<A������ 
                                                        

with a song

with a letter

with a story

with a poem

brave

polite

kind

truthful

Buddha...

Barack Obama...

Oxen...

lawyers

actors

army officers

artists

was born in the Year of the Ox.

asked all of the animals on Earth 
to come and see him.

are believed to be hard-working 
and loyal.

Buddha repaid the animals by giving each one their own                       in 
the Chinese                              cycle.
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The Year of the Ox

��� Explain why people born in the Year of the Ox might make good army officers. 

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

���Would you like to be friends with someone born in the Year of the Ox? 
Explain your answer. 
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The Year of the Ox

Answers
��� How did the tradition of the Chinese horoscope begin? Tick one.

���  The ox is said to be the second of the zodiac animals and is seen as honest. 
Which word means the same as ‘honest’? Tick one.

��� Draw three lines and complete each sentence.

���Which of the following are said to be popular careers for people born in the Year of the 
Ox? Tick two.

��� Fill in the missing words. 
 
 

��� "A�J;4G�74G8�7B8F�G;8�,84E�B9�G;8�"K�58:<A�<A������ 
';8�,84E�B9�G;8�"K�58:<AF�BA���th��85EH4EL������

with a song

with a letter

with a story

with a poem

brave

polite

kind

truthful

Buddha...

Barack Obama...

Oxen...

lawyers

actors

army officers

artists

was born in the Year of the Ox.

asked all of the animals on Earth 
to come and see him.

are believed to be hard-working 
and loyal.

Buddha repaid the animals by giving each one their own year in the 
Chinese zodiac cycle.
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��� Explain why people born in the Year of the Ox might make good army officers. 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: People born in the Year of the Ox might make good 
army officers because the job requires a great deal of hard work. Being an army officer 
also requires loyalty and honesty. These are all qualities that people born in the Year of 
G;8�"K�4E8�58?<8I87�GB�CBFF8FF� 

���Would you like to be friends with someone born in the Year of the Ox? 
Explain your answer. 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: Yes, I would like to be friends with someone born in 
the Year of the Ox because I think they would be a loyal friend. I also think that they 
would work hard at school and be a good role model for me. 

The Year of the Ox
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